
Midterm Examination 2 CS 4235 Summer 2009

Your name / GT Account Name:

(1) (0 points) Circle the current-day Canadian province that Benjamin Franklin visited in the
run-up to the American Revolutionary War in hopes of convincing them to join the American
cause: Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Québec

(2) (3 points) Circle any block ciphers: DES , LFSR, RC4, LCG, AES , ECB

(3) (4 points) Timmy needs to leave his workstation at the computer lab to go to the bathroom.
He turns on the screen saver built into the OS that “locks” the workstation and requires his
password to unlock it. He notices a sign that says “workstations locked for a long time (at the
lab monitor’s discretion) may be rebooted.” Has Timmy invoked mandatory access control or
discretionary access control? Explain. Yes, since

the OS is
enforcing
control over
Timmy’s
session

(4) (4 points) A certain computer system requires that network users wait 4 seconds between
unsuccessful login attempts. Explain the advantages for an attacker if they were able to perform
an offline attack on this system. The attacker

could exam-
ine the pw file
and not have
to wait 4 secs

(5) (2 points) Circle whether Caesar, Vernam, and Book ciphers are examples of transposition

ciphers, substitution ciphers, or both.
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(6) (4 points) With respect to operating system security, does a fence protect different users
from each other’s programs? If so, how? If not, explain. No, fences

keep the OS
memory away
from User
memory

(7) (3 points) Windows Vista uses a system called UAC that requires users to type their
password if they perform certain system administration tasks. Assuming the user had to type
their password to log in initially, does UAC constitute multi-factor authentication? If so, how?
If not, explain. As described,

only one fac-
tor, a pass-
word, is being
used

(8) (3 points) Certificate authorities and the web of trust are two solutions to what issue in
asymmetric cryptography? Obtaining

public keys
and veri-
fying their
authenticity

(9) (2 points) Circle the term that involves named items (as opposed to numbered items):
paging, segments

(10) (4 points) Match the following: D C A B

A Physical Separation

B Temporal Separation

C Logical Separation

D Cryptographic Separation

1. Program A writes data and code in a way which is unintelligible to other programs

2. Programs A and B run on different virtual machines hosted on a single physical machine

3. Programs A and B use different machines

4. Program A and B use same processor but at different time intervals
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(11) (3 points) What is the difference between link encryption and end-to-end encryption? link is on
a given
network
segment, end
to end is
done between
applications
or OSes

(12) (7 points) Recall the RSA cipher’s method for encrypting and decrypting messages: Given
the public key (n, e) with n = pq (p and q are secret primes; we’ll skip the details for e) and a
private key exponent d, a message m is encoded to the ciphertext c with the formula c = me

(mod n), and an encrypted message c is decrypted via m = cd (mod n).

Suppose an attacker knew a certain recipient with a public key (n0, e0) was expecting an im-
portant encrypted message c0, and the attacker intercepted the message and wanted to decrypt
it via brute force. Circle the pseudo-code snippet that best describes how the attacker would
implement the brute force attack. You can assume the attacker would recognize the secret mes-
sage if they successfully decoded it via the check function (that is, passing the correct message
to check constitutes success and halts the program, otherwise the program continues).

//CONTESTANT #1

i = 0;

while (i < c0)

{

i += c0^i (mod n0);

check (i);

}

//CONTESTANT #2 ---------------WINNER

i = 0;

while (i >= 0)

{

m = c0^i (mod n0);

check(m);

i++;

}

//CONTESTANT #3

for (p = 0 to e0)

{

for (q = 0 to n0)

{

if (p*q (mod n0) == 0)

{

check(p*q);

}

}

}
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(13) (2 points) On some operating systems, a 12-bit number is added to a user’s password

before being hashed and saved in the password file. Circle whether this is called parity, salt ,
or a bastion.

(14) (2 points) With respect to question 13, circle whether the purpose of the 12-bit number

to defend against offline or online attacks.

(15) (4 points) Suppose you were a manager and had to decide what IDS to deploy in your
network. You have determined that the costs associated with an undetected break-in would
be relatively low and that you should therefore minimize the number of false-positives the IDS
gives off. IDSFTW sells a product that uses only anomaly detection, whereas IDS++ sells
a product that uses only signature-based intrusion detection. Which product among the two
described should the manager purchase? Explain. IDS++: good

signatures
may have a
lower false
positive rate
than anomaly
based
methods

(16) (2 points) Circle the term or terms to which chaining is relevant: Totient, block ciphers ,
compartments, IPS, object

(17) (3 points) The Electronic CodeBook (ECB) mode of operation is an unsafe choice when
encrypting large amounts information using a block cipher. Is it safe to use a system setup
with ECB if the message you wish to encrypt is small (less than the block size of the cipher in
question)? Explain. Yes: The

problems
with ECB
only happen
when several
output blocks
are compared

(18) (4 points) Suppose a computer C on a network N that has exactly one connection to the
outside world through a firewall F and is also using a host-based firewall H. C is running a
service on port 31337 that has a vulnerability and could be hacked via the Internet (you can
assume that computers on C’s local network N are safe). Among the scenarios listed below,
circle those in which C might easily be compromised by a hacker via the Internet:

1. F is configured to block all 31337 traffic, but H allows 31337 traffic

2. F is configured to allow all 31337 traffic, but H block 31337 traffic

3. F is configured to block all 31337 traffic and H blocks 31337 traffic

4. F is configured to allow all 31337 traffic and H allows 31337 traffic

(19) (3 points) Circle the form of encryption implied by P = D(K, E(K, P )): symmetric crypto ,
analytic crypto, modular crypto, asymmetric crypto
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